
Custom Live Edge River Table  
Legs and Bases Options 

Legs and Bases for Elongated 
Tables  

 

Specialty Legs and Bases  Pedestal Legs and Bases 
 

Our table legs and bases come in 3 basic categories.   
• Legs and bases for elongated tables that consist of two sets of legs or bases supporting the table  
• Pedestal legs and bases for round or smaller tables with one central support for the table  
• Specialty legs and bases are those that were custom ordered for just one client  

Choose the Type of Leg or Base 

At CVCF, we make our own custom metal legs and bases for every custom river tabletop. Our metal fabricators 

are always working on new and exciting designs! Customers can choose from our popular “elongated” and 

pedestal legs and bases or we can create a totally new specialty leg or base from your own design idea. In or-

der to help you with your river table design decision, this page shows different types of legs and bases, differ-

ent styles, and different metal styles and finishes for river table legs and bases. We only show those legs and 

bases that our river table designers feel will make every epoxy resin river table aesthetically stunning!  We also 

will recommend those that we feel ensure a harmonious coupling of legs and your particular river tabletop.   

Each base is made custom for the size of your table.  

Tables for different purposes come in different heights. Below are some examples. All legs are positioned 14-20” 

from the ends. Support frames are included on all large table projects, customized to fit the table.  

Standard Table Heights 

 

Countertop Legs—36” Dining Table Legs—30” Coffee Table Legs—18-20” Bar Legs—43” Support Frame 



Antiqued Finish 

Brushed Finish Polished (Glossy)

Finish 

Satin Finish 

Matte Finish Semi-Gloss Finish 

Metal bases are ideal for custom river tables. Using custom designs fabricated in steel, we are able 

to create any metal style, color and finish through our special powder coating process. In addition, 

powder coating gives the legs a smoothness, hardness, and beauty that is unachievable with other 

coating methods. You can even choose your own custom color if you desire. Black or raw steel is standard. 

Other colors can be accommodated for additional fees. 

Aluminum Style Bronze Style Copper Style Stainless Steel Style Wrought Iron  

Choose Your Metal Type, Finish & Color 

Smooth Finish 
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Gold Style 

NEED  
 PHOTO 



Sideways U-Style 

Choose the Style of Legs & Bases for Elongated Tables 

Dining tables and longer coffee, entryway, and sofa tables require a leg or base design that ensures the table’s 

stability. Below are popular metal and wood leg and bases that we custom make for our customers.   

1-Warp W-Style Shapely Concavity with 
Wood Sidestretcher 

Concavity with Epoxy, 
LED’s  & Wood Side-

stretcher 

Roman Numeral 2-

Style with Crossbar 

H-Style with Crossbar 

Industrial H-Style 

with Crossbar 
Warped Hashtag Industrial A-Style 

With Crossbar 
Flippers U-Style with X 

3-Warp W-Style USS Dreadnought Metal Reverse  
Trapezoid 

Wood & Metal  
Reverse Trapezoid 

Bowlegged D-Base 

Tweezers Half Hourglass Large Square Peg Standing T Wood Y with Crossbar 

Simple U-Shape Wood Window Base Wood Trestle 
Bowed Metal 



Verrazano Tubular Style with Barrel 
Post with X-Base 

X-Factor 

3-Warp W-Style 

4-Concaves Pedestal 

Spindly Tripod 
Tripod 

Inner Orbit  

Rod Tree 

Choose the Style of Pedestal Legs & Bases 

Pedestal legs and bases provide one central support for the tabletop. They are most often used on round tables 

and for other smaller river dining tables and coffee tables.  

Halo Pyramid 

Chestnut Tree  Loop-dee-Loop Double Box 
4-Concaves Pedestal 

3-Warp W-Style Larose 3-Warp Narrow 

Sweeping Beauty 



Industrial Age Easel-does-it Rod Tree 

Choose the Style of Specialty Legs & Bases 

At CVCF, we make our own custom metal legs, often based on our customers’ own table leg concepts. Get in-

spired by some of our designs, or order one you see below. You can send us a photo or drawing of a leg you want 

us to reproduce, as well.  

Doubletree Chestnut Tree  


